POWERED MOBILE WORKSTATIONS

About VisionID
VisionID is a leading Mobile Computing and Data Capture
Systems Integrator. VisionID provides solutions that
increase operational efficiency, enhance visibility and
ensure traceability across industry sectors such as
manufacturing, retail and healthcare. Formed in 2000,
by Robert Jones VisionID partners with world leading
manufacturers such as Blue Line, Zebra Technologies
and Cognex to provide tailored solutions to meet and
exceed customer needs.
VisionID are premier partners of Zebra Technologies and
Kinetic-ID Ltd, enabling us to tailor the powered mobile
workstation to the end user’s design requirements.
The solution offers powered mobile workstations giving
WIFI connectivity and a self-powered lithium Ion battery
source for full screen mission critical applications on the
move. Due to the mobility of the platform you can enable
your workforce to bring the powered mobile workstations
to the point of use. Improving efficiency and eliminating
underutilized, duplicated fixed workstations.
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Uniquely designed and customised mobile workstations
that offer a modular and flexible solution with the power to make a
difference. Improving efficiency and allowing for 24/7 operations

Powered mobile workstations; such as the ID-5 range from Kinetic-ID are designed and
manufactured to be as flexible and modular as possible - with the end user in mind.
These mobile workstations offer multiple mounting solutions, work surfaces, adjustment
mechanisms and base designs which provide a wide variety of configurations ensuring
the mobile workstation is always fit for purpose.

Application and industries for the powered mobile workstation
Our powered mobile workstations are fully customisable and can be deployed in any environment.
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key to optimizing workflows to provide patients with
quality care.

Benefits of the Kinetic-ID ID-5 mobile workstation include:
The ID-5 range has been built to take full advantage
of the battery Hot Swap capabilities. Hot swapping
of batteries eliminates down time and allows for

>> Dramatically reduces user down time through mis-use and counteracts double entry of data on the production floor.

24/7 operations, instantly increasing productivity

>> Provides full screen data entry.

and reducing delays.

>> Ergonomically friendly - lightweight / mobile.

The ID-5 range can provide anywhere from 80Wh
through to 800Wh ensuring the most suitable
configuration for your requirements.
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Features of the ID-5 range include:

The battery technology which
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>> Full hot swap battery technology for 24/7 working.
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>> Automatic height adjustment as standard.
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